160412 Attend: “Political Mediterraneism? About conflictuality, informal powers and communities” (13 April, University of Southern California)

The EMSI Pre-Modern Mediterranean Seminar at the University of Southern California presents: 
“Political Mediterraneism? About conflictuality, informal powers and communities”
featuring 
E. Igor Mineo (Associate Professor of Medieval History, University of Palermo) on
Wednesday 13 April, 5 - 6:50 pm
at the University of Southern California,  SOS 250
 
As regular framework of west-Mediterranean societies the autonomy of communities is increasingly evident from the end of XI c. In the cities of Italy, Catalonia, south France, autonomy is clearly founded on an informal basis, given that the network of legitimate authorities do not envisage them. These «new» political structures always derive from conflictual practices (inside the community, or between community and external powers) that produce institutions and political languages. The weberian models of state-building (centralization and bureaucratization), still strongly significant in the background of historians and sociologist, tend to hide these processes, just because they non consider competition, division of community in groups or factions, and violence (whatever this term may mean). The fundamental conflict concerns the crucial function of representing the community: shaping of community and building of his representation are the same thing.
Some Italian examples show very clearly this field of tensions inside the cities: a myriad of associations, fraternities, corps that – in particular in XIII and XIV c. – attempt to enter the political space and to redefine it. Still now, despite the enormous amount of researches, these processes are not well explained.
 
Ennio Igor Mineo is Associate Professor of Medieval History at the university of Palermo, Italy. He has been working on late medieval Italian communities, dealing with various issues: the construction of social inequality, the relationship between civic institutions and modes of family ownership transmission, or the conceptions of political legitimacy in the municipal and post municipal experience. More recently, he has focused on the use of a Republican language in the civic experience from the late medieval to the early modern period
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